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Since 2010, recurrent human rights violations of migrants working on building or refurbishing existing infrastructure for the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar have been denounced. This paper focuses on three of the main actors involved in those violations—Qatar, FIFA and Switzerland—in order to determine how shared responsibility could be a useful framework to ensure protection of and reparation to the victims. The article also raises serious questions about the application of shared responsibility and the effective enforcement of human rights when non-state actors are involved.
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1 Introduction

Since Qatar won hosting rights for the 2022 FIFA World Cup in 2010, recurrent human rights violations of migrants working on building or refurbishing infrastructure for the tournament have been denounced. For those laborers, who are generally in a fragile position, to engage the legal responsibility of the different actors involved in the organization of the event is a major challenge.

The host state, Qatar, the football’s governing body, FIFA, and the home state of FIFA, Switzerland, should have been aware of the risk of human rights violations when organizing the 2022 World Cup. Indeed, despite progress made in the last few years, infringements on human rights such as limitations to the freedom of movement, the lack of just and favorable conditions of work, discrimination on the basis of nationality and restrictions to the right to access justice, still occur. The lack of regulation of the responsibility of private entities, the non-existence of regional human rights courts in Asia and the difficulties encountered in seeking protection and reparation at the national level are some of the obstacles to the respect and protection of the workers’ rights. Nevertheless, an effective human rights protection system can only be guaranteed by the availability of effective judicial remedies.

The purpose of this study is to investigate how shared responsibility could be a useful framework to ensure proper reparations to the victims as well as ensuring accountability of the different actors that have contributed to the violations of migrant workers’ rights in Qatar in the context of the build-up of the 2022 FIFA World Cup. Since the concept of shared international responsibility is closely related to the rules of international state responsibility, the research will focus on the determination of the existence of international wrongful acts according to Article 2 of the Draft Articles on State Responsibility for Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA). Based on literature review and relevant international conventions and guidelines, it is found to be essential to identify the breaches of international law, specifically human rights regulations, committed by the different actors (Qatar, Switzerland and FIFA by association) against migrant laborers and the means for attribution to discuss the possibility of a shared responsibility.

The article is divided into three sections. First, it briefly introduces the concept of shared responsibility. The second section explores the different responsibilities of Qatar, FIFA and Switzerland in the human rights abuses occurring in Qatar. It also looks at the obligation of due diligence for Qatar, Switzerland and FIFA. In the final section, the article analyzes a shared international responsibility between the three actors, looking at the actual normative development of the law of international responsibility. It considers the significance of this development for the concept of shared responsibility for the improvement of the international framework of human rights protection.
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2 Shared International Responsibility

Temporary migrant workers in Qatar find themselves in situations of exploitation and disempowerment due to the non-existence or the lack of effectiveness of conventional labor law remedies. As defined by Joyce, labor law traditionally addresses ‘the imbalance in bargaining power between employers and workers’ and seeks to reduce the worker’s dependency on the employer. However, in situations involving temporary migrant workers in Qatar the lack of protective labor legislation normalizes not only abusive situations in the recruitment process of those laborers, but also a state of total dependency within employment relationships that ‘do not respect work-related rights, are excluded from social protection regimes, and do not offer opportunities for social dialogue’. For instance, the lack of collectivization of workers, the difficulties for migrants to change jobs and a labor law system that hampers migrants’ access to justice leave those persons vulnerable to mistreatment and exploitation. In that context, enforcement of labor law is essential to ensure the full operability of human rights. Kanbur and Ronconi identify the three core components of the enforcement of labor law: government inspection, penalties in case of labor law violations and an accessible, well-functioning, judiciary system. When traditional labor law remedies fail, shared responsibility might be a useful framework for the protection of the workers and to hold the wrongdoers accountable.

Shared international responsibility refers to situations where multiple actors ‘contribute to a single harmful outcome, and legal responsibility for this harmful outcome is distributed among more than one of the contributing actors’. The sum of the actions of the wrongdoers leads to the undesirable result. However, ‘the proportion of harm attributable to each contributing actor cannot be determined’ even if their responsibility is distributed between them equally. Moreover, contributions to the harmful outcome must trigger the legal responsibility of the wrongdoers.

The concept of shared responsibility is closely linked to the law of state responsibility formulated by the International Law Commission in the Draft ARSIWA. It entails the breach of an international obligation (Article 2 ARSIWA) by different actors. It is not essential for the obligation to be shared as long as all the obligations violated have an overlapping content. The wrongful behavior must also be attributed to each of the actors (Arts. 4 and seq. ARSIWA). Although dual attribution of conduct is the exception rather than the norm in international law, and international law is mostly based on the notion of independent international responsibility, the application of shared international responsibility to situations of transboundary harm, marine pollution and joint military operations is common. In cases of international crimes, some authors uphold that shared responsibility is essential to ensure proper reparation to the victims and accountability of the offenders.

The section below analyzes the possible application of shared responsibility to the human rights violations suffered by thousands of migrant workers in the construction sites of the 2022 World Cup in Qatar.
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3 The Different Responsibilities of Qatar, FIFA and Switzerland

3.1 Qatar

Qatar won hosting rights for the 2022 World Cup in 2010. The World Cup is one of the biggest sporting events with a worldwide audience of billions. 32 national soccer teams will compete in eight stadiums around Doha to try and win the Cup. The 2022 World Cup introduces major novelties: for the first time, an Arab and Middle East state organizes such a global event. Qatar is also the smallest country per area and population to ever host the World Cup. The organization represents a logistical challenge and requires a large workforce. The construction of the stadiums is overseen by the Qatari Supreme Council for Delivery and Legacy, established in 2011 by the Qatari government, which selected national and international contractors for the building of each stadium.

Qatar has a population of 2,772,947 inhabitants as of February 2019 with 74% male and 26% female.10 The workforce is composed of 85% non-Qatari males, 10% non-Qatari females and 6% of Qatari nationals.11 Out of 1,984,460 employed non-Qatari nationals as of 2018, 1,729,354 were male (87%) and 255,106 female (13%).12 While 78% of the Qatari labor force are holders of a secondary school diploma or above, 76% of the non-Qatari, who work in the activity of construction or household, have an educational level less than secondary school diploma.13 Foreign residents in Qatar come mainly from India (almost 25% of the total population), Nepal (14%), Bangladesh (11%), Philippines (10%) and Egypt (8.5%).14

Since the beginning of the construction works for the 2022 World Cup, claims of serious violations of the migrant workers’ rights have emerged. These low-cost workers, who were brought into the Qatari labor market for a finite period of time, found themselves in exploitative employment relationships.15 Under the Kafala system (Law No. 4 of 2009), the employer (Kafil) is responsible for the safety and protection of migrant workers. The employee can only get their visa to enter the country and be eligible to work if sponsored by Kafil. As a consequence, the legal status of those workers in Qatar—entry, residence, transfer and exit—is completely dependent on the employer. For instance, a migrant worker cannot change jobs without the permission of their sponsor. The Kafala system is so abusive that exiting Qatar is impossible for a worker without their employer’s authorization or the Qatari authorities’ permission. It is also common for sponsors to confiscate workers’ passports and any other travel documents. The practices resulting from this system are considered modern-day slavery: forced labor as defined by the International Labor Organization (ILO)16 and human trafficking, as migrant workers suffered abusive conditions before, during and after their entry in Qatar, as well as in the construction field with long working hours under extreme temperatures, low wages (or no wages if the employer decided to withhold large portions of salary for extra charges), delays in the payment of salaries, physical and psychological harm and deplorable housing conditions, frequently living in ‘workers camps’ without necessary amenities.17

Human trafficking for forced labor was the object of the complaint presented against Qatar on 12 June 2014 by Belgium, Libya, Jordan, Morocco, Sweden, United Kingdom, Denmark, France, Canada, Pakistan, Kenya and Tunisia relating to the violation of ILO Conventions nos. 29 and 81. The ILO delegates of the aforementioned countries expressed their concerns regarding the situation of migrant workers in Qatar who were drawn ‘into a high exploitative system that facilitates the exaction of forced labor by their employers’.18 The lack of effective complaint mechanisms, the incapability of the labor inspectors to enforce findings and fines, the valid fear of retaliation and the arrest, detention and deportation of potential trafficking victims for immigration violations and running away from their employers and sponsors were highlighted by the delegates.
Before the allegations of violations of the ILO Conventions no. 29 and 81 and to the UN Trafficking Protocol, the National Human Rights Committee (NHRC) of Qatar already stated in 2014 that ‘the restriction against foreign workers as they may only leave the country temporarily or permanently on submission of an exit permit that can only be granted by their sponsor’. However, the Kafala system was not the only human rights violation the NHRC mentioned. The NHRC specified that ‘construction workers suffer poor working conditions, with some not getting their salaries and others suffer from ill treatment and poor living conditions’, those laborers ‘function under harsh working conditions given the high temperature and humidity, in addition to dealing with hazardous material and equipment, which result in many cases of injuries’. The Office of the United Nations Commissioner identified the following violations specifically related to construction workers: the right to life, liberty and security of the person (construction workers being subjected to conditions amounting to forced labor and human trafficking), the rule of law (Qatari authorities rarely bring criminal prosecution against employers for violating Qatar’s labor or trafficking laws), freedom of movement (as a consequence of the Kafala system), freedom of association (Qatari law forbids migrant workers from membership in labor organizations), and right to work and just and favorable conditions of work (difficult working conditions, deplorable accommodation, no social rights, etc.).

Qatar is a state party to six of the 189 ILO conventions: the Forced Labor Convention, 1930 (No. 29); the Abolition of Forced Labor Convention, 1957 (No. 105); the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111); the Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138); the Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention, 1999 (No. 182); and the Labor Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81). Qatar also ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1976; the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1976; the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 1969; the Convention on All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 1981; the Convention Against Torture, 1984, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1990; and, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2008. In spite of the large proportion of foreign population, Qatar took no action to sign nor ratify the 2003 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrants Workers and Members of their Families.

Under International Law, Qatar has an obligation of due diligence. As a general principle, it is defined as an obligation of conduct on the part of a state. A state’s failure to comply with the required standard of conduct triggers international responsibility. State’s due diligence has historically had its most prominent impact on state’s international responsibility for internationally wrongful acts committed by private persons (indirect attribution) and has been extensively studied in the field of international environmental protection. Under international human rights law, states have the obligation to respect, protect and fulfill human rights. According to Craven the duty to protect entails for the state to ensure the protection of individuals against human rights abuses.

In its 2011 statement on the obligations of state parties regarding its corporate sector, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights confirmed the obligation to protect and pointed out that this duty requires the state to establish appropriate laws and regulations, including monitoring, investigation and accountability procedures to set and enforce standards for the performance of the corporations.

Principle 1 of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) reiterates that ‘states must protect against human rights abuse within their territory and/or jurisdiction by third parties, including business enterprises. This requires taking appropriate steps to prevent, investigate, punish and redress such abuse through effective policies, legislation, regulation and adjudication’. The Commentary to this principle specifies that states are not per se responsible for human rights violations by private actors. However, a state’s failure to comply with its obligation to prevent, investigate, punish and redress the violation or the
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attributing of the abuse to the state results in international responsibility. The UNGPs follow the general rules established in the 2001 ARSIWA.

The Qatari labor reforms on the freedom of movement of migrant workers (Law No. 1 of 4 January 2017 and Law No. 13 of 4 September 2018) and promotion of labor dispute resolution (Law Establishing Worker’s Dispute Resolution Committees of 19 October 2016) led to the closure in 2017 of the complaint procedure under Article 26 of the ILO Constitution.\(^{27}\) However, the improvement of the situation of migrant workers is insufficient and serious human rights violations still occur. The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and the FIFA’s Human Rights Advisory Board expressed their concerns about the actual situation: the abolition of the requirement of employer’s permission to leave the country does not impair the employer capacity to refuse the provision of ‘non-objection certificates’ which are needed for workers to change jobs before the end of the contract.\(^{28}\) Moreover, most of the new Qatari labor legislation has not been implemented yet: confiscation of passports and harsh labor conditions are still a reality. Furthermore, the new labor courts in charge of judging the workers’ complaints are overwhelmed and ineffective, the minimum temporary wage is insufficient to ensure a proper standard of living (the temporary minimum wage is of QR 750—around USD 200—per month), and the law still allows employers to give ‘permission’ to 5% of their employees to leave the country due to the nature of their work.\(^{29}\)

Qatar’s accession to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in 2018 seemed to be a significant step regarding migrant workers protection. However, Qatar declared the interpretation of the term ‘trade unions’ in Article 8 of the ICESCR to be ‘in line with the provisions of the Labor Law and national legislation’. According to Qatari national legislation, only Qatari nationals have the right to form associations and trade unions, thereby excluding migrant workers.\(^{30}\) Thus, Qatar’s international responsibility for human rights abuses is still dependent on a violation of its international obligation to protect. Direct attribution of the breach under Article 4 ARSIWA is beyond doubt. As Millward notes ‘corporate building contractors are employed by the sovereign State of Qatar and then, in most cases, find sub-contractors to deliver their projects’.\(^{31}\) All those actors have ‘networking power’ which leads to the (mal)treatment of migrant workers in Qatar. Thus, the wrongful acts of the contractors and subcontractors related to migrant workers in FIFA’s projects shall be attributed to the State of Qatar. Therefore, the question that naturally arises is whether international responsibility of FIFA, the other major international actor involved with the organization of the 2022 World Cup in Qatar, can be established.

### 3.2 Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA)

As Millward discusses, using Castells’ analysis on relational power in the network, if Qatar has the power to exclude contractors that do not respect workers human rights because it holds economic (and regulatory) authority over them, FIFA could also be more proactive in pushing host countries to act in accordance with human rights standards.\(^{32}\) Through its bidding process to determine who hosts the World Cup, FIFA could impose requirements related to the treatment of the workers on the construction sites and, therefore, decide to exclude the candidate countries unable or unwilling to follow those. As pointed out by Kentin, Judge Shi argued that transnational corporations, as non-state actors, control substantial economic resources which may influence state agendas and behavior.\(^{33}\) Even after winning the bid, the Organizing Association Agreement, signed between the host country and FIFA, grants FIFA a pseudo authority inside national boundaries\(^{34}\) by requiring the host state to pass national legislation as well as conceding FIFA certain privileges, such as legal exemption from civil liability.\(^{35}\)
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FIFA has been formally created as an association under Article 60 and seq. of the Swiss Civil Code (SCC). 36 With a revenue budget of 6,560 million USD for the 2019–2022 cycle, FIFA’s international impact in sports is enormous. 37 At first sight, such forecast revenue seems incompatible with the scope of application of Article 60 SCC, which regulates associations with a ‘political, religious, scientific, cultural, charitable, social or other non-commercial purpose’ [that] acquire legal personality as soon as their intention to exist as a corporate body is apparent from their articles of association’. FIFA’s ideal purposes are stated in Article 2 of the FIFA Statutes and, as mentioned by Tomlinson, FIFA does not pay dividends and defines itself as ‘a non-profit making non-commercial organization’, a characterization Borges Fortes found surprising considering ‘FIFA executives are mainly concerned with the enactment of laws granting them privileges’ suggesting that FIFA is ‘mainly concerned with profit maximization, a strange priority for a supposedly non-profit organization’. 38 For Bean, FIFA is a ‘non-listed, economically significant’ company or organization under the Swiss Code of Best Practices for Corporate Governance. 39 However, Guilianotti and Robertson propose the comparison of FIFA to a transnational corporation. 40 Since a transnational corporation is ‘a profit-centered business that crosses national borders in trade and investment, and has relatively weaker connections to its home location, FIFA is not a “truly transnational corporation” because the organization is nation-specific (Swiss) even if, due to the diplomatic ties established with many national governments, the United Nations and the European Union, among others, FIFA located football’s international governance within the elite networks of world society. 41

The discussion on how to strengthen international soft law to promote accountability of transnational corporations for human rights violations has been addressed in different studies. Some of the international soft law instruments concerning the conduct of these companies are the UNGPs; the ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy, 5th edition, 2017; the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, 1998; the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, 2011; the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct, 2018; and the UN Global Compact. These instruments are seen as over-inclusive since they refer not only to civil rights but also to social rights. 42 However, they do not include any binding rules for private actors, only moral requests. 43 Nevertheless, Article 3 of the FIFA Statutes declares that the organization ‘is committed to respecting all internationally recognized human rights and shall strive to promote the protection of these rights’. Related to this, the organization has embraced the UNGPs as well as ‘all internationally recognized human rights, including those contained in the International Bill of Human Rights (consisting of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) and the International Labor Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work’. 44 Regarding migrant workers, who belong to a specific group that requires special attention, FIFA is committed to also consider other international instruments. To implement its human rights policy, FIFA uses a four-pillar approach: to commit and embed, to identify and communicate. 45 Thus, is FIFA internationally responsible for human rights abuses linked to the organization of one of its global events?

As a non-state actor, customary rules on international responsibility for internationally wrongful acts do not apply prima facie to FIFA. FIFA’s power makes it impossible for the host State (Qatar) or the home State
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(Switzerland) to maintain it under its effective control. Neither would be accepted as a ground for attribution based on the need for general control exercised by any of the two countries over FIFA. Therefore, at first sight the conduct of FIFA cannot be attributed to either country. Nonetheless, some human rights treaties may be interpreted to apply to business. FIFA’s acceptance of the above-mentioned international instruments allows us to explore in detail which norms apply to them.

As an ‘organ of the [international] society,’ FIFA has to promote respect for the rights contained in the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR). Moreover, Article 10 of the Declaration on the Rights and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 1998, prohibits any member of society to ‘participate, by act or by failure to act where required, in violating human rights’. The UDHR also declares that ‘everyone has duties to the community’ (Article 29), where the term ‘everyone’ includes both physical and legal persons (such as FIFA) and the UDHR shall not be interpreted as implying for ‘any State, group or person’ any right to engage in activities that could lead to the destruction of the human rights stated in it. Thus, the UDHR establishes a collective responsibility, making the different members of the international community (states, international organizations, individuals and other non-State actors) direct actors in ensuring the respect, promotion and protection of human rights.

The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families (ICRMW) states that migrant workers are entitled to ‘effective protection against violence, physical injury, threats or intimidation, whether by public officials or by private individuals, groups or institutions’. Focusing only on workers, Article 7 of the ICESCR entitles everyone to just and favorable conditions of work, including fair remuneration, non-discrimination, safe and healthy working conditions, rest, leisure and reasonable limitations of working hours. Article 8 adds the right to form trade unions and the right to strike. The ICCPR guarantees the right to life (Article 6), the right to be free from torture (Article 7), the prohibition of slavery (including labor slavery, Article 8), the right to liberty and security (Article 9), the freedom of movement within the territory of the State and the right to live in any country (Article 10) and the right to freedom of association (Article 22). These rights were unilaterally accepted by FIFA since they apply to the states (Switzerland among them) that ratified these human rights instruments.

However, non-state actors such as FIFA are not the direct holders of these international human rights obligations; only states are. FIFA’s accountability can therefore only be established under domestic law. So, in situations of ‘governance gaps’ where the State is unable or unwilling to protect human rights, the existing international law seems to be ineffective because it addresses states only. Therefore, the implementation of international soft law and the respect of international (hard) law depends on the non-State actors themselves. The lack of enforcement mechanisms seems to make the failure to internalize those rules in the entity policy and practice and to apply them of no consequence.

Given this background, alternative proposals have been made, such as the establishment of a set of basic rules that impose limits on FIFA’s power in order to protect fans in the context of international soccer. A ‘constitution’ for international soccer would protect fans as consumers and fans as citizens. Due to the impossibility to create those constitutional rules through an international treaty, the author suggests to use the ‘notion of constitutional fragments developed within constitutional sociology’, which entails that
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‘trends of constitutional can [and must] be identified beyond the nation state’.

Related to this, FIFA has made several changes to its governance structure since 2011. Regarding the decisions over the hosting of competitions, Mark Pieth alerted on ‘the risks linked to these highly visible and politically sensitive decisions [which] are actually a mix of corruption risk and conflict of interest concerns’. However, the author also recalls that with respect to compliance-reform ‘the motivational factor for sports governing bodies is merely the pressure for civil society that is far from constant’. The reform process has been widely criticized, with authors such as Pielke asking why FIFA should be held to a lower standard of good governance ‘than any other legitimate, global organization that operates internationally and turns over billions of dollars every year?’ However, a positive outcome of the reform process has been the enshrinement of FIFA’s commitment to human rights in the organization’s statutes.

Furthermore, as an international sports federation, FIFA is not only a global sports regulator, it is the only global private regulatory body on soccer even if its main aim is not the regulation of labor standards in the World Cup sites. Yet it is not uncommon for states and intergovernmental organizations to ‘make recourse to private actors and techniques for the exercise of certain administrative functions’. Although the importance of the political and diplomatic enforcement mechanisms of FIFA, the denial of the state’s coercive power, specifically the courts, leads to flagrant shortcomings in human rights protection. Moreover, when classic accountability mechanisms fail, private law might supplement public regulations to hold private actors which exercise public power at the global level accountable because they create and develop private standards.

There is clearly a momentum building regarding this issue. At the national level, the concept of ‘due diligence’ takes effect as it is not uncommon for states to adopt laws which ensure the application of international law by the enterprises under their jurisdiction. This entails a change from nonexistent international responsibility for private actors’ acts to civil liability in cases of non-compliance with the obligation to respect and ensure the respect of human rights. Canadian and British courts established that the nature of the due diligence obligation is a duty of care, which entails to take appropriate measures ‘to respect the human rights of persons who are closely and directly affected by the acts of private entities’. Furthermore, those entities also have the obligation to refrain from participating as accomplices in human rights violations.

The action at the national level is the translation of the concept of due diligence stated in Principle 17 of the UNGPs: ‘business enterprises should carry out human rights due diligence’. As Bonnitcha and McCorquodale noted, the UNGPs invoke two different concepts of due diligence: the process to manage business and the standard of conduct required to discharge an obligation. According to that conceptualization, FIFA is responsible for its own adverse impact on human rights as well as for the human rights impact of third parties with which it has business relationships. However, Ruggie and Sherman replied that the UNGPs have their ‘own constitutive construct of human right due diligence’ which makes the distinction between the two concepts of due diligence unnecessary. Therefore, the nature of FIFA’s responsibility under the UNGPs will be determined by FIFA’s involvement in the human rights infringement. If FIFA caused the adverse human rights impact, it should take the necessary steps to cease or prevent the impact; if FIFA contributed to an adverse human rights impact, it should take the necessary steps to cease or prevent its contribution
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and use its leverage to mitigate any remaining impact; if the adverse human rights impact is linked to FIFA's operations, products or services by its business relationship with another company, the appropriate action should be assessed, considering the following:

- If FIFA has leverage to prevent or mitigate the adverse impact, it should use this leverage;
- If FIFA lacks leverage, FIFA has to assess the possible ways to increase it;
- If FIFA lacks leverage and cannot increase it, it should consider ending the relationship.

The Qatari Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy is the body responsible for delivering the infrastructure required for the 2022 World Cup. Among other tasks, it selects the main contractors for the construction of the stadiums, which usually then sign agreements with sub-contractors. The relationship between these sub-contractors and FIFA is therefore not clear-cut. As stated above, the Organizing Association Agreement signed with Qatar grants FIFA pseudo-authority over Qatari territory. FIFA sets forth the list of (technical and other) requirements for the stadiums, plans for the construction or renovations of stadiums must be approved by FIFA, and FIFA has the right to carry out stadium inspections at its sole discretion and issue directives based thereon. FIFA can also reject the selection of a stadium and issue new directives with regard to stadiums. In addition, FIFA and Qatar created a joint venture in February 2019, the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 LLC, described by FIFA as ‘a limited liability company incorporated by FIFA, which holds 51% of the shares, and the Qatar 2022 Local Organizing Committee, with holds 49% [of the shares]’. The entity focuses on tournament delivery while the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy will continue to manage the World Cup infrastructure. Therefore, FIFA has leverage to mitigate and prevent any human rights abuse linked to the organization of the World Cup or, at the very least, there are possible ways to FIFA to increase its leverage on the contractors and sub-contractors through these entities. FIFA itself recognized its capacity to use leverage against Qatar with respect to the Kafala system.

However, FIFA’s actions have been insufficient, leading to a breach of its due diligence obligation under the UNGPs.

### 3.3 Switzerland

Principle 1 of the UNGPs states that the home state should ‘set out clearly the expectation that all business enterprises domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction respect human rights throughout their operations’. Shall this principle be seen as a soft obligation, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights stated that the obligation for the home state in this regard is to ‘take steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by corporations which have their main offices under their jurisdiction’. General Comment No. 31 of the Human Rights Committee on The Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) states that state parties have the obligation to protect civil and political rights also against acts committed by private persons or entities. The failure of taking proper measures or to exercise due diligence to prevent, punish, investigate or redress the damage caused by such acts is also a breach of the ICCPR.

Switzerland claims to be actively engaged and strongly committed to human rights. The Federal Department for Foreign Affairs human rights strategy for the period 2016–2019 states:

[as home to the headquarters of some of the largest multinational corporations and sports federations in the world, Switzerland has a particular duty to encourage respect for human rights by members of the private sector. It expects all entities domiciled on Swiss territory to respect human rights in all of their activities, in particular in their operations abroad in zones affected by conflicts or in complex or fragile contexts.]

However, human rights treaties have a limited territorial scope. It is expected for any state party to ensure the application of a convention in its territory but the treaties usually remain silent with respect to
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extraterritorial application. The home state also has to respect the principle of non-intervention under Article 2(7) of the UN Charter and cannot intervene in the domestic affairs of another state. Qatar thus has the primary responsibility to protect migrant workers from human rights violations and its failure to do so triggers international responsibility. As discussed above, FIFA does not act in Qatar as an agent or organ of the Swiss state, nor is it under the effective control or following instructions of the Swiss authorities. Nonetheless, Switzerland has an obligation of due diligence over the activities of its private entities overseas.

Even though the due diligence standard in human rights law also applies to the host State, this section focusses on the acts or omissions of the Swiss authorities that had effects in Qatar. In order to do so, it is essential to establish a specific causal nexus between the home state conduct and the risk of the human rights violations in the host state. The nexus is deemed to exist in three scenarios.

First, the due diligence obligation is based on specific international provisions on international crimes. In that scenario, the provision has to include an extraterritorial obligation to prevent such human rights abuse to occur abroad. In this case, as noted above, the conditions suffered by migrant workers before, during and after their entry in Qatar could be marked as human trafficking for forced labor. The scope of application of the UN Trafficking Protocol covers ‘to the prevention, investigation and prosecution of the offenses […], where those offenses are transnational in nature’. Moreover, even if the direct nexus could not be established between Switzerland’s obligation of due diligence and human trafficking in Qatar, complicity in human trafficking breaches the UN Trafficking Protocol as well.

Switzerland’s international responsibility may be triggered for their lack of control over its national private entities abroad. As the rules on state responsibility establish, a state that provides aid or assistance to another state for the commission of human rights abuses shall also be held responsible for the wrongful conduct if the obligation is in force for that state and it did so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act.

Second, the home state decides to act voluntarily, which triggers procedural due diligence duties. Human rights treaties do not suggest that the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction is prohibited and Swiss courts already exercised civil and criminal jurisdiction over human rights violations by Swiss companies abroad. When requested to render a decision on the matter, the Commercial Court of the Canton of Zürich dismissed the case on formal motives. Therefore, this second scenario may not be applicable to human rights abuses in Qatar.

Third, a due diligence obligation with extraterritorial effects is the consequence of the specific nexus of nationality between the private entity and the home state. Berkes affirms that although states might voluntarily establish their domestic jurisdiction over the overseas conduct of corporate nationals [scenario 2], human rights law obliges them to do so with regard to their corporate nationals’. Therefore, active nationality is the jurisdictional basis for this third scenario.

As mentioned before, when faced with a claim against FIFA for its participation in human rights abuses against migrant workers in Qatar, the Commercial Court of the Canton of Zürich dismissed the case. The case was brought by four plaintiffs: the Netherlands Trade Union Confederation, the Bangladeshi Free Trade Union Congress, the Bangladesh Building and Wood Workers Federation and Mr. Kafil. During his stay in Qatar, Mr. Alam was living in a workers camp with 2,250 other migrants under miserable conditions. Due to the prohibition for migrant workers to join trade unions, he could not ask for the protection of his rights nor for reparation in Qatar. The claims referred to FIFA’s obligation of due diligence and its capacity to promote legislative and significant change in Qatar. The plaintiffs alleged that:
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1. FIFA committed a wrongful act by selecting Qatar for the 2022 World Cup without ensuring the proper protection of the right of migrant construction workers;
2. FIFA failed to fulfill its obligation to request Qatar to protect migrant workers and to demand legal reforms;
3. Therefore, FIFA violated Mr. Alam’s rights and had to pay for the damage resulting from its unlawful actions.

In its judgement of 3 January 2017, the Court dismissed the claim on the basis that the plaintiffs demands were vague and unspecific, the claim was not enforceable and specific enough and that the case was not a commercial dispute that fell within the jurisdiction of the Court. Therefore, formal reasons were the cause of the dismissal. However, it would have been impossible for the plaintiffs to bring the case before a Swiss Labor Tribunal because FIFA was not the direct employer of Mr. Alam. The Tribunal would certainly have dismissed his claim based on Article 34 Swiss Civil Procedure Code. Even though it is essential for private persons to have access to competent and effective national courts, Switzerland does not grant access under Article 34 of the Swiss Civil Procedural Code nor under Article 3 of Swiss Private International Law.

In an obiter dictum, the Commercial Court of Zürich stated that only Qatar, and not FIFA, has the capacity to make changes in the national legislation and procedures. However, the Court stated that FIFA could have had a duty to act as a result of its power to call for the respect of human rights in Qatar. A few months later, as Bueno points out, FIFA recognized its responsibility to implement a due diligence process and to use its leverage on all concerned parties in the organization of the World Cup in Qatar in order to improve the labor conditions of the construction workers.

Therefore, it seems that Swiss courts do not have jurisdiction to decide on claims of migrant workers against FIFA alleging labor rights violations in Qatar connected to the organization of the 2022 FIFA World Cup. However, labor law is not the only source of rights for migrant workers, international human rights law offers a complement to those rules. Should the Responsible Business Initiative which would amend the Swiss Constitution become a reality, private companies will have an obligation, under Swiss Law, to respect, protect and monitor human rights abroad. Then, the new Article 101a of the Constitution would certainly help to clarify the legal situation and to allow Swiss courts to establish jurisdiction in cases of human rights abuse overseas. It remains unclear however if Article 101a could apply to FIFA’s actions bearing in mind that the organization has been formally created as an association. Should the Constitution be amended Swiss courts will clarify the scope of Article 101a. However, the future discussion does not diminish the actual obligation Switzerland has to ensure victims’ access to proper legal remedies for human rights violations linked to Swiss corporations or associations, including FIFA.

4 Towards an Effective Shared Responsibility between Qatar, FIFA and Switzerland?

In situations of ‘governance gaps’ where multiple actors are unable or unwilling to effectively protect human rights, shared responsibility might be a useful framework to better allocate international responsibility among multiple actors. With regard to the 2022 World Cup, Qatar, FIFA and Switzerland have contributed to a single harmful and undesirable outcome (systematic abuses of the rights of migrant workers) that took a variety of forms (discrimination, unlawful restrictions to freedom of movement, violations of the right to work, the right to health and the right to be free from forced labor, non-access to justice). However, they did not act as a collective entity since the human right abuses did not result from instructions jointly issued nor are they bound by the same obligations since Qatar has the duty to protect human rights in its territory, Switzerland has the duty to provide access to justice, and FIFA has the duty to exercise proper leverage before
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and after the selection of Qatar as the host State of the 2022 World Cup. Nonetheless, each of the actors were fully aware of the consequences of the lack of prevention and punishment of the recurrent wrongful acts.

Since Qatar and Switzerland are responsible for the same damage, both of them have the obligation to provide reparations. Furthermore, the responsibility of one state will not be diminished by the involvement of the other state, since diffusion of responsibility has to be prevented. However, it is difficult to address shared responsibility between both states and FIFA. First, no primary rules of international law are binding on FIFA despite the breach of its soft law obligation of due diligence. The absence of any ‘hard direct corporate responsibility’ entails that FIFA has no direct human rights obligations under international law. Second, FIFA’s actions cannot be attributed to Qatar nor to Switzerland. Nevertheless, this position is based on positive theory of law which might be mitigated by what Twining defines as ‘normative pluralism’, that is to say to focus ‘from a global perspective, [on] the interactions and relationships between, on the one hand legal rules, and on the other hand, other types of norms’. From that perspective, FIFA is the only global regulator on soccer which implies that the shift from public regulators to private actors has been achieved in this area leading to a ‘coregulatory regime’ with states and FIFA having to cooperate with each other.

In that sense, the conception of law as a state instrument would change although the risk of confusion is high since the legislator (FIFA) could also be the controller bearing in mind the real power FIFA has over the other actors. Despite not sharing Geuss’ vision that enforceability should be a necessary condition for the existence of human rights and that human rights might be illusory, it remains beyond doubt that the operability of those rights largely depends on the existence and effectiveness of legal enforcement mechanisms. However, universal human rights cannot rely upon those mechanisms which are strong in certain regions of the world and weaker or nonexistent in others.

With regard to the exercise of jurisdiction, it seems Qatar faces huge difficulties in properly addressing the migrant workers’ claims. Thus, the possibilities for migrant workers to obtain reparation before Qatar’s national courts seem non-existent at this time. Despite having announced new measures on work and residence permits in October 2019, to be implemented soon, none of those actions relate to the access to justice. Concerning the jurisdiction of international courts, it is likely that migrant workers could only access the European Court of Human Rights for the breach of the due diligence obligation of Switzerland. The absence of regional human rights courts in Asia leaves only the (highly unlikely) possibility that the home states of migrant workers (Bangladesh, Nepal, Philippines, etc.) exercise diplomatic protection and claim reparation on their behalf before an international court.

Consequently, trying to hold states and private entities responsible for human rights abuses to which they have contributed jointly is exasperatingly difficult. The non-existence of binding international rules on private entities diverts the discussion towards state responsibility and highlights the limited possibilities to activate human rights enforcement mechanisms. There are many obstacles standing in the way of victims. While the impact of public shaming by NGOs on the reputation of the actors involved could be significant, much remains to be done in order to ensure the protection of migrant workers in Qatar.
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